
Safety, security, and convenience 
in the equipment around you!

Compact Finger Vein Authentication Module 
H4E Series

*1: Outside light mode: This mode allows for easy authentication in strong light environments, such as outdoors.
*2: Antiseptic coating: JIS Z2801 5.2/ISO 22196 compliant

New functions

Usage Situations

Authentication function Handling and Operation

Learns the pattern differences between the registered pattern 
and the pattern during authentication caused by finger place-
ment or environmental changes to reduce the error rate.

Continuous authentication function
In the case of an error due to misaligned scanning position of 
a finger, the error is cleared by performing continuous authen-
tication through minor adjustments to finger placement.

The device detects when the sensor is dirty and 
prompts the user to clean it to allow it to be used in 
outdoors without worry.

These are used to show the authentication status and make 
operation easier.

Dirty sensor detection function

3-color LED light display and beep sound

Exposed part height when installed

21mm (total height 34mm)
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Time and Attendance Device Safe

Embedded appearance

40mm

39mm

Usability was greatly improved to increase ease of use.

The pattern of the veins in the finger are used, making forgery 
difficult with little impact on privacy.

High accuracy
Ten times greater authentication accuracy (False acceptance rate: Compared with 
conventional models (PCT-KCC5031))

Enhanced outdoor performance
The new speci�cations are suited to outdoor use with the addition of an automatic dirt 
detection function to the sensor, improved IP rating dust and water-proo�ng (4) and 
an expanded temperature range (-20ºC to 50ºC), furthermore an outside light mode.*1

Support for the "New Normal"
To conform to the new normal, the module features an antibacterial coating*2 that 
allows regular sterilization with alcohol.

Automatic learning function for biological drift

Employee 
entrance

Accurate record is kept



Safety Precautions Before use, carefully read the precautions in the Specifications and other documentation and 
use the device correctly.

https://info.hitachi-ics.co.jp/eng/product/e_fvein/h4e.htmlInformation Provision Service
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Compact Finger Vein Authentication Module H4E Series

High Convenience

Specification Remarks

Feature 1

High Security

Embedding in Equipment

Connection to Host Device and Authentication Processing

Dimensions

12-pin connector

(FlashROM)

Registration
• Finger vein scanning
• Encrypt and store

Registration 
result

Authentication 
result

Power ON/OFF

Registration 
command

(OK, failure)

(OK, failure)

Verification 
command

Serial communication 
commands

• Registration information
• Settings information
• Authentication history

Asynchronous serial
3.3V CMOS

I/O level

Power: DC4V – 6.4V

Example control during 
authentication
1. Power ON
2. Authentication 
    command issued
3. (Authentication)
4. Authentication result 
    received
5. Power OFF

Finger vein authentication 
module

Host device controller

Authentication
• Finger vein scanning
• Comparison with 
   registered data, 
   judgment

Unit: mm

34 (H)

9

40
(D)

21

13

High accuracy authentication of individual (learning function and continuous authentication reduces errors)

Finger vein authentication has little effect on privacy (areas that are sensitive in terms of privacy, such as the face or 
the fingerprints, are not used)

Finger vein authentication is secure because impersonation and forgery are difficult to make and since the registered 
information is encrypted* when stored, the information is secure even if stolen.

Stand-by

False Rejection Rate (FRR)

False Acceptance Rate (FAR)

Ambient 
temperature  

Ambient 
humidity  

9

39 (W)

Exposed part

(When a finger guide is attached)

Embedded part

Feature 2

*1 Measured value for 1:1 authentication. Accuracy calculated using a measurement method based on the international 
standard ISO/IEC19795-1 for biometrics accuracy evaluation. FRR: False Rejection Rate, FAR: False Acceptance Rate

*2 A decrease in authentication rate could be caused by individual and environmental differences, etc.
Note: The detailed specifications can be provided after the Confidentiality Agreement has been signed.

(Top view) (Side view)

(Front view)

*Encryption: Uses a very secure encryption method from the CRYPTREC Ciphers List.

Nothing to carry since authentication is done simply by placing the finger on the device (No risk of losing or forgetting 
a security card or code).

Uses finger veins, which change little over time and a learning function is provided to ensure the device can be used 
for a long time.

Can be used just by registering the finger veins; no ID card or anything else is required (low running cost).

Uses serial communication to enable control by a variety of devices without 
depending on an operating system.
Has dust and water resistance (comparable to IP54) and an operating 
temperature (-20ºC - 50ºC) allowing it to be used in a wide range of installa-
tion locations.
Uses a detachable finger guide to eliminate the need to provide space for 
the host unit.
Low power consumption and support of a wide range of voltages allow it to 
also be powered by batteries.

Specifications

• Encrypted finger 
   vein data

Current 
consumption Enrollment/

verification

Accuracy*1

Environmental 
conditions

Detachable finger guide

Model name

Product structure

Size

Weight  

Power supply voltage

 

Connection interface

User interface

Data storage location of finger vein data

Maximum number of enrollments

Authentication method

Capture mode

Security level

Quality evaluation value during registration

Goodness of fit when authentication successful

IP rating
Dust resistance/Waterproof

Operating environment conditions    

Biological change automatic learning

Continuous authentication

Dirty sensor detection 

Firmware update command  

PCT-KCD0010

Sensor-integrated authentication device

39 (W)×40 (D)×34 (H) mm

Approx. 32g

DC 5.0V-1.0V to 5.0V+1.4V
(DC 4.0V ~ 6.4V)

0.7μA typ.

130mA typ.  600mA max.

Asynchronous serial communication
3.3V, CMOS, 12-pin connector

Indicator LED (Green, red and yellow）
Buzzer

In the device

1,000 fingers

1:1 and 1:N

0.01% (1/10,000)

0.0001% (1/1,000,000)

Normal mode

Outside light mode*2

During authentication: 5 levels

During registration: 5 levels

During successful authentication: 3 levels

Conforms to IEC IP54 (exposed part)

-20°C to 50°C

-20°C to 60°C

20% - 80%Rh, no condensation

10% - 90%Rh, no condensation

No direct sunlight at scanning area

Available

Available

Available

Available

Without detachable finger guide. 
Except for the protruding parts.

Operates under a wide voltage range 
(Applicable to dry batteries)

When VCC=5V is supplied and the power 
ON/OFF signal is OFF (Low)

Varies depending on individual finger 
and environment

Save in flash ROM

Default: Normal mode

The host equipment needs waterproof 
in the built-in part.

During operation

During storage

During operation

During storage


